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Huntington’s disease (HD) is a neurodegenerative disorder

characterized by involuntary choreic movements, cognitive im-

pairment, and behavioral changes, caused by the expansion of

an unstable CAG repeat in HTT. We characterized the genetic

diversity of the HD mutation by performing an extensive

haplotype analysis of �1Mb region flanking HTT in over 300

HD families of Portuguese origin. We observed that haplotype

A, marked byHTT delta2642, was enriched in HD chromosomes

and carried the two largest expansions reported in the Portu-

guese population. However, the most frequent HD haplotype B

carried one of the largest (þ12 CAGs) expansions, which

resulted in an allele class change to full penetrance. Despite

having a normal CAG distribution skewed to the higher end of

the range, these two core haplotypes had similar expanded CAG

repeat sizes compared to the other major core haplotypes (C and

D) and there was no statistical difference in transmitted repeat

instability across haplotypes. We observed a diversity of HTT

region haplotypes in both normal and expanded chromosomes,

representative of more than one ancestral chromosome under-

lying HD in Portugal, where multiple independent events on

distinct chromosome 4 haplotypes have given rise to expansion

into the pathogenic range. � 2015 Wiley Periodicals, Inc.
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INTRODUCTION

Huntington’s disease (HD) is a dominantly inherited neurode-

generative disorder, usually of adult onset, characterized by

involuntary choreic movements, cognitive impairment, and be-

havioral changes. HD is caused by the expansion of an unstable

polymorphic CAG repeat in HTT, located in chromosome
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4p16.3, [The Huntington’s Disease Collaborative Research

Group, 1993] with alleles between 35–39 repeats showing incom-

plete penetrance, while alleles with 40 or more repeats are fully

penetrant. Alleles with fewer than 35 CAGs are considered to be

normal alleles that produce no symptoms of HD. Age-at-onset

(AO) of neurological symptoms is inversely correlated with the

number of expanded CAGs; repeat length alone explains about

50–70% of the variance in AO, while the remaining variance is

highly heritable. [Duyao et al., 1993] Expanded CAG repeats are

prone to further length variation, while most normal size CAG

repeats are stably inherited. There are, however, conflicting

reports about the degree of instability of high-normal alleles, a

subclass of normal alleles with repeats between 27 and 35 CAGs.

Several studies have shown that these alleles can also be unstable,

[Goldberg et al., 1993; Myers et al., 1993; Semaka et al., 2010]

while in the Venezuelan kindred and Portuguese population they

were mostly stably inherited. [Brocklebank et al., 2009; Sequeiros

et al., 2010]

Several genetic studies in HD families of different ethnic pop-

ulations have investigated the origins of HD by examining the

linkage phase of a few polymorphisms in the HTT region, mainly

the CCG repeat adjacent to the CAG tract and the deletion of a

glutamic acid residue at position 2642 (delta2642). [Squitieri et al.,

1994; Almqvist et al., 1995; Hecimovic et al., 2002; Saleem et al.,

2003; Paradisi et al., 2008;Norremolle et al., 2009]Genetic diversity

in the HTT region has been studied in more detail. Warby et al.

found that 95% of 268 European disease chromosomes were

associated with the same haplogroup (a linear arrangement of

polymorphisms that showed broad allelic similarity but contained

internal allele mismatches), haplogroup A, which was also signifi-

cantly enriched on high-normal alleles relatively to the general

population. [Warby et al., 2009] They hypothesized that cis-acting

factors have amajor predisposing influence onHDCAG instability.

In a subsequent study, they found that in East Asia (China and

Japan) most HD chromosomes were associated with a minor HD

European haplogroup (haplogroup C). [Warby et al., 2011] More

recently, these authors found that HD chromosomes from white

and mixed African HD populations were mostly associated with

haplogroup A, while in black AfricansHDoccurred predominantly

on haplogroups B and C. [Baine et al., 2013] The European HD

haplogroups (A1 andA2)were absent both in theAsian andAfrican

general population. The authors argued that different HTT hap-

logroups had a different mutation rate and that geographic differ-

ences in haplogroups explain the difference in the worldwide

prevalence of HD.

In a different study, Lee et al. identified 40 single nucleotide

polymorphisms (SNPs) centered on HTT that showed genome-

wide significance for association with HD. Their findings

revealed that, although the HTT region exhibits many different

haplotypes (a linear arrangement of polymorphisms that

showed allelic identity), one apparent ancestral haplotype

marked by the HTT delta2642 accounted for about 50% of

HD chromosomes. [Lee et al., 2012] However, in this study,

neither the extended shared haplotype nor the individual local

HTT haplotype of disease chromosomes were associated with

altered CAG-repeat length distribution or residual AO for

motor symptoms. Nevertheless, the major haplotype had
been previously associated with sporadic cases of HD in “new

mutation” families. [Myers et al., 1993]

A small haplotype study in 140 HD Portuguese families showed

three different HD founder haplotypes, associated with 7-, 9-, and

10-CCG repeats, which suggested different origins for the HD

mutation in Portugal. [Costa et al., 2006] Following up on these

findings, in order to characterize in greater detail the genetic

diversity ofHD in the Portuguese population and gainmore insight

into its origins, we performed an extensive haplotype analysis of the

region flanking the HTT CAG repeat, in over 300 HD families of

Portuguese origin.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Portuguese HD families
DNA samples were collected at CGGP, a reference laboratory for

HD testing in Portugal, which receives biological samples from

physicians all over the country for confirmationor exclusionofHD,

pre-symptomatic and prenatal testing. A total of 334 apparently

independent Portuguese HD families, comprising 531 individuals,

were used for haplotype studies: 441 individuals had an expanded

HTTCAG allele (16 with a repeat in the reduced penetrance range)

and 90 were unaffected relatives. Informed consent was obtained

from all individuals that participated in this study.
Non-HD Families: MICROS Study
The MICROS study is a population-based survey carried out in

three small isolated villages of the Val Venosta in Italy. A detailed

description of the MICROS study can be found at Pattaro et al.

[Pattaro et al., 2007] Briefly, DNA was collected from over 1,400

volunteers and genealogical information was reconstructed by

means of church records and municipality lists, going back to

the 1600s.
Selection and Marker Genotyping
Selection of the majority of the markers used in this study was

based upon previous work from our lab that showed that they

were overrepresented on HD chromosomes. [Lee et al., 2012]

Genotyping of nine SNPs (rs6814736, rs7667745, rs1751848,

rs762847, rs7658462, rs3129317, rs1730768, rs12641989, and

rs16844364 - Fig. 1) flanking the CAG repeat was performed

by real-time polymerase chain reaction (PCR), using the com-

mercially available Taqman Genotyping probes (Applied Bio-

systems, Foster City, CA), carried out on the LightCycler1 480

(Roche Diagnostics, Mannheim, Germany), following manufac-

turer’s instructions. Repeat sizes of the HTT CAG repeat, CCG

repeat and D4S127 and genotyping of the delta2642 polymor-

phism were determined using previously established, but slightly

modified PCR amplification assays with fluorescently labelled

primers. [Taylor et al., 1992; Rubinsztein et al., 1993; Warner

et al., 1993; Ambrose et al., 1994] The fragments’ size was then

determined using the ABI PRISM 3730xl automated DNA Se-

quencer (Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA) and GeneMapper

version 3.7 software. For each marker, a set of sequenced samples

was used as standards.



Fig. 1. Schematic map of the polymorphisms used for haplotype reconstruction. A region of 1.17Mb flanking HTT is represented, showing the

location of nine SNPs highly associated with HD chromosomes (rs6814736, rs7667745, rs1751848, rs762847, rs7658462, rs3129317,

rs1730768, rs12641989, and rs16844364) and microsatellite marker (D4S127). Within HTT, in addition to the CAG repeat itself, the adjacent

proline-encoding CCG repeat and delta2642 polymorphisms were also included. The allelic structure of the four most common HD extended

haplotypes (1–4) and the eight different core haplotypes (A–H) found on HD chromosomes are shown.
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Haplotype Phasing
PHASE software (http://stephenslab.uchicago.edu/software.html)

version 2.1was used to reconstruct haplotypes fromgenotypic data,

when phase could not be directly inferred from family structure.

Haplotypes were reconstructed by incorporating the genotypes of

SNPs rs6814736, rs7667745, rs1751848, rs762847, rs7658462,

rs31293, rs1730768, rs12641989 and rs16844364, as well as the

repeat sizes atD4S127 and theCCGrepeat (as amicrosatellite locus).

The genotypes of the HTT CAG repeat mutation (expanded or

normal) and the delta2642 polymorphism (insertion or deletion)

were also included.Phase-knownhaplotypeswere taken in account,

and only haplotype pairs with a PHASE probability greater than 0.8

were used for further analyses.
Statistical Analysis
Since the HTT CAG distribution and repeat-length variation

among the different core haplotypes did not display a Normal
distribution, these two variables were analyzed and compared

between haplotypes by using nonparametric tests: (i) the indepen-

dent samples Kruskal-Wallis test; and (ii) the independent samples

median test. Statistical analyses were performed using PASW

Statistics 18 (SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL).
RESULTS

Extended �1Mb Haplotype Shared by 19% of
Portuguese HD Chromosomes
We extracted genotypes from a region of 1.04Mb around the HTT

gene for 805 independent chromosomes, from which we were able

to generate 786 haplotypes after phasing: 317 HD and 469 control

chromosomes. In the extended haplotype, which incorporates the

entire 1.04Mb region around HTT, we included all nine SNPs, the

proline repeat and the delta2642 polymorphism. We were able to

construct complete phased haplotypes, at all these eleven loci, for

193 HD and 267 control chromosomes. The remaining HD and
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control chromosomes were not considered in this first analysis

because some chromosomes were missing genotypes or could not

be unambiguously phased at all loci.

In the Portuguese HD chromosomes, we found 39 different

extended haplotypes, with the top 4 haplotypes (haplotypes 1–4 in

Fig. 1) accounting for almost 50%of the 193HDchromosomes, but

only 18% of the 267 control chromosomes (Table S1 and S2).

Themost common of these extendedHD haplotypes, haplotype

1, which was shared by 18.7% of HD chromosomes, but only 3.8%

of control chromosomes, includes the delta2642 allele (shown

previously to be enriched in HD chromosomes) [Ambrose et al.,

1994; Novelletto et al., 1994; Squitieri et al., 1994; Almqvist et al.,

1995] and the 7-CCG repeat (most frequent in both mutated and

normal Western-European chromosomes) [Almqvist et al., 1994;

Squitieri et al., 1994; Hecimovic et al., 2002; Garcia-Planells et al.,

2005;Costa et al., 2006]. The second (14.5%) and third (6.7%)most

common HD haplotypes (haplotype 2 and 3) accounted, respec-

tively, for 7.1% and 5.6% of control chromosomes. The other HD

major haplotype, haplotype 4, was present in 6.2% of all HD

chromosomes and was relatively rare in control chromosomes

(1.9%). Of the 39 haplotypes found in the HD chromosomes, 21

were not found at all in control chromosomes; yet, they accounted

for about 1/4 of all HD chromosomes. On the other hand, we found

68 different extended haplotypes in our Portuguese control chro-

mosomes (Table S2), of which only 18 were also found in HD

chromosomes. The two most frequent extended haplotypes in

control chromosomes, haplotype 9 (15.4%) and haplotype 20
Fig. 2. Frequency of core haplotypes among HD and control chromosome

chromosomes are shown, as well as the frequency of control chromosom

represents the frequency of chromosomes where the core haplotype cou
(7.9%), were shared by only 4.6% of all HD chromosomes; neither

included the delta2642 allele. Notably, we found a greater genetic

diversity among control chromosomes, where 50 low frequency

haplotypes accounted for 45% of normal chromosomes.

Enrichment of Core Haplotype A Among
Portuguese HD Chromosomes
In order to understand whether some of the rarer HD haplotypes

could have derived fromanyof the fourmajor extendedhaplotypes,

we grouped the haplotypes based on a smaller region surrounding

the CAG repeat, including rs762847 (164 Kb upstream of the HTT

CAG repeat), the adjacent CCG proline repeat and the delta2642

polymorphism (154Kb downstream the repeat), as shown in

Figure 1. The 317 independent haplotypes found among the HD

chromosomes were combined into eight different “core” haplo-

types (haplotypes A–H, Fig. 1). Haplotypes found among the

control chromosomes but not in HD chromosomes, were grouped

together and designated “other”.

Two major core haplotypes (A and B) accounted for more than

60%of all PortugueseHDchromosomes (Fig. 2).Core haplotypeA,

which included (among others) the most common extended hap-

lotype (haplotype 1), was present in about 1/4 of all HD chromo-

somes while only in 6% of the control chromosomes. Notably,

almost all chromosomes (63 out of 68 genotyped for the D4S127

marker) within core haplotype A included the 157-bp allele at

D4S127, a single tandem repeat (STR) marker previously shown to
s. The frequencies of each core haplotype (A–H) on HD and control

es with “other” core haplotypes (light grey). The remaining (white)

ld not be unambiguously determined.
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be highly associated with the HD mutation, [MacDonald et al.,

1992] suggesting that these chromosomes are indeed ancestrally

related. Also, we observed that �80% of chromosomes with this

core haplotype shared the complete downstream region (up to

362Kb downstream the HD CAG repeat), while there was more

diversity in the region upstream ofmarker rs762847 (Fig. S1). Even

though core haplotype A included the most common extended

haplotype, core haplotype B is actually the most frequent core

haplotype and is equally represented amongHD (38%) and control

(33%) chromosomes. By typing the additional STR marker proxi-

mal to the CAG repeat, we observed that most of the HD chro-

mosomes (83 out of 107 genotyped for D4S127) with this core

haplotype shared the same 155-bp allele, while in the control

chromosomes we observed three alleles: 153-, 155-, and 157-bp,

corresponding to respectively, 24.1%, 28.6%, and 42.9% of the

control chromosomes genotyped forD4S127within core haplotype

B. This finding reflects the higher genetic diversity observed in

control chromosomes, both upstream and downstream of the CAG

repeat (Fig. S1). On the other hand, one of the most frequent core
Fig. 3. HTT CAG distribution for all chromosomes with major core haploty

core haplotype A was 43.0 (n¼ 78), B was 42.0 (n¼ 119), C was 43.0

the median CAG size for core haplotype A was 26.0 (n¼ 23), 18.0 for B

haplotype C, we separated the 126 chromosomes based upon their D4S1

white, from bottom to top. The median CAG repeat for haplotype C associ

was 42.5 (n¼ 20).
haplotypes among control chromosomes (27%), core haplotype D,

was present only in 11% of theHD chromosomes, and themajority

of HD and normal chromosomes with this core haplotype shared

the 151-bp STR allele. Most of the genetic variability in this core

haplotype was observed upstream of theHTTCAG repeat (Fig. S1).

HDchromosomeswith core haplotypeChad a similar frequency to

control chromosomes (15% and 17%, respectively). However,

while in HD chromosomes, the STRs revealed the presence of

two possible variants: 151-bp (38%) and 155-bp allele (42%), most

of the control chromosomes (54 out of 65 genotyped for D4S127)

had the 151-bp allele.

High-Normal Alleles in Major Haplotypes are
Genetically Closer to HD Alleles
The CAG repeat sizes for all chromosomes within core haplotypes

A–D are shown in Figure 3. We observed that core haplotype A

occurred in chromosomes with repeat sizes ranging from 9 to 73,

haplotype B from 12 to 87, haplotype C from 14 to 64, and
pes A–D. In our set of HD chromosomes, the median CAG repeat for

(n¼ 49), and D was 42.0 (n¼ 36). For normal range allele sizes,

(n¼ 149), 17.0 for C (n¼ 77), and 17.0 for D (n¼ 119). For

27 genotype: 151-bp, 155-bp, other in grey and missing genotype in

ated with 151-bp D4S127 allele was 17.0 (n¼ 70) and with 155-bp
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haplotype D from 10 to 49 repeats. In HD chromosomes (>35

CAGs) the median and distribution of HTT CAG repeats were the

same across the major core haplotypes (Independent-Samples

Median Test, P¼ 0.979; Independent-Samples Kruskal-Wallis

Test, P¼ 0.443). On the other hand, when considering only chro-

mosomes in the normalHTTCAG repeat range (<36 CAGs), there

were significant differences in themedians and distribution ofHTT

CAG repeats across core haplotypes (Independent-Samples Medi-

an Test, P< 0.001; Independent-Samples Kruskal-Wallis Test,

P< 0.001), core haplotype A and B showing a higher median

CAG repeat size (26.0 and 18.0, respectively), than core haplotypes

C and D (17.0 CAGs).

When comparing the extended haplotype of control chromo-

someswith largerCAG repeats (20–35CAGs), we observed that, for

core haplotypes B and C, these were more similar to the corre-

sponding HD extended haplotypes (haplotype 2 and 4, respective-

ly) than chromosomes with lower CAG repeats. Noticeably, in

control chromosomes with haplotype B and shorter CAG repeats

(<20 CAGs), the most frequentD4S127 allele was 157-bp, whereas

control haplotype B chromosomeswith longer CAG repeats (20–35

CAGs) showed ahigher percentage of the 155-bp STRallele, present

in 81% of all haplotype B HD chromosomes.
HD Haplotypes and Repeat Instability
We were able to collect intergenerational instability data for 83 of

the families included in this study and examined theHD-associated

haplotype in 41 maternal and 42 paternal transmissions (Table I).

The mean repeat-length change wasþ0.59� 4.14 (median¼ 0.00)

for maternal and þ2.69� 4.46 (median¼þ1.50) for paternal

transmissions. In both types of transmissions the median repeat

length-variation and its distribution were the same across all core
TABLE I. Transmission of the Expanded HD

Core haplotype All

Maternal transmissions

Transmissions, n 41

Range of transmitted allele (CAGs) 40–73 42

Mean 44

Unstable transmissions, n 28

Contractions, n 15

Expansions, n 13

Repeat-length variation, mean þ0.59 þ
Median 0.00 0

Range �2 to þ25 �2

Paternal transmissions

Transmissions, n 42

Range of transmitted allele (CAGs) 36–52 41

Mean 42

Unstable transmissions, n 31

Contractions, n 4

Expansions, n 27

Repeat-length variation, mean þ2.69 þ
Median þ1.50 þ
Range �2 to þ24 0 to
haplotypes (Independent-Samples Median Test, P¼ 0.985 for ma-

ternal and P¼ 0.632 for paternal transmissions; Independent-

Samples Kruskal-Wallis Test, P¼ 0.933 for maternal and

P¼ 0.364 for paternal transmissions), despite similar paternal

CAG repeat sizes across haplotypes (Independent-SamplesMedian

Test, P¼ 0.232 formaternal and P¼ 0.384 for paternal CAG repeat

sizes). Both the largest maternal (þ25) and paternal (þ24) trans-

missions observed among Portuguese families [Ramos et al., 2012]

shared the same core haplotype A. Another large paternal trans-

mission (þ12) expansion, involving a 36 CAGs (reduced pene-

trance) allele that expanded to a full penetrance allele, [Ramos et al.,

2012] occurred on core haplotype B.
Unstable Normal Alleles and Haplotypes
We determined the HTT CAG repeat for �1,300 members of an

Italian population isolate with complete genealogy information up

to 15 generations. [Pattaro et al., 2007] We were able to trace 472

transmissions of the HTT CAG repeat from 120 closely related

nuclear families. From these, we only found two unstable trans-

missions of normal range HTT CAG alleles in one family (Fig. 4,

Family 1). In this consanguineous family (with a common ancestor

within fourmeiosis), thepaternal 23CAGrepeat allele onhaplotype

C seemed to have contracted by one repeat, while the maternal 20

CAG repeat allele on haplotype B contracted by two CAGs. Even

though the occurrence in a single family of two events of unstable

transmission of HTT CAG alleles is highly unlikely, extensive

genotyping showed no evidence for non-paternity or non-mater-

nity. We also observed an unstable transmission of a high-normal

32 CAG repeat that expanded to 33 CAGs, which occurred on a

haplotype C chromosome inherited froma father (Fig. 4, Family 2).

We were able to trace 22 transmissions of the HTT CAG repeat,
Repeat in Major Core Haplotypes A to D

A B C D

10 12 10 8

–73 40–54 40–65 41–46

47 43 45 43

7 7 7 6

4 3 4 3

3 4 3 3

2.20 þ0.50 -0.10 -0.13

.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

to þ25 �2 to þ4 �2 to þ2 �2 to þ1

9 19 5 7

–52 36–51 39–46 38–43

44 42 42 42

8 12 4 5

0 3 0 1

8 9 4 4

4.89 þ2.00 þ1.40 þ1.71

3.00 0.00 þ1.00 þ1.00

þ24 �2 to þ12 0 to þ3 �1 to þ7



Fig. 4. Pedigrees and haplotypes from two families in the MICROS study that carried unstable non-pathogenic HD alleles. Colored symbols

indicate individuals that carried an unstable allele (blue represents unstable allele associated with haplotype C and brown corresponds to

haplotype B). Haplotypes of 4 markers spanning the HTT gene (core-haplotype: rs762847 - D4S127 - HTT CAG repeat - CCG repeat - delta2642,

from top to bottom) are shown, with the unstable allele haplotype boxed in the corresponding haplotype color (brown: haplotype B, blue:

haplotype C).
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from 13 closely related nuclear families, that were associated with

the delta2642 allele (that marked haplotype A and also the rare

haplotypes E and G); the transmittedHTT CAG repeat hadmostly

repeat sizes between 20–24 CAG repeats, while in two sibships was

associated with a 12 CAG repeat allele. None of these HTT CAG

repeat transmissions associated with the delta2642 allele was

unstable.
DISCUSSION

Originally, it was believed that the HD mutation emerged among

Western Europeans, [Hayden, 1981]mainly due to the highest rates

ofHD in these populations. However, after the discovery of theHD

causal mutation, subsequent analysis of the HTT region showed

that the geographical variation in HD prevalence might be corre-

latedwith the frequency of certain polymorphic alleles that resulted

in a variety of independent and not easily related HD haplotypes,

suggesting different independent origins for the HD mutation.

[Squitieri et al., 1994; Almqvist et al., 1995; Andrew and Hayden,

1995] Although our study was focused on a small population in the

South of Europe, we found 39 different extended haplotypes in the

PortugueseHD chromosomes. Despite this diversity, about 19% of

all HD chromosomes shared an identical haplotype (haplotype 1),

extending over 680Kb downstream and 362Kb upstream theHTT

CAG repeat, and marked by the delta2642 allele. This major HD

haplotype seems to correspond to themost frequent HD haplotype

defined in earlier studies and it is extremely similar, if not exactly the

same, to the extended haplotype (“Ext_Hap_1”) found to account

for about 25% of a set of 699 European HD chromosomes. [Lee
et al., 2012] Indeed, by comparing the common SNPs and corre-

sponding haplotypes between the two studies (Fig. S2), we observed

that our extended haplotype 1 includes, among other low frequency

Western EuropeanHDhaplotypes, the “Ext_Hap_1”. The frequen-

cy of this haplotype (Fig. S3) among Portuguese HD chromosomes

(23%) is thus lower than in the Western European HD chromo-

somes (38%), indicating that other haplotypes (extended haplo-

types 2, 3, and 4) have contributed to a greater extent to HD in

Portugal than in European chromosomes overall.

As in previous studies, [Ambrose et al., 1994; Novelletto et al.,

1994; Squitieri et al., 1994; Almqvist et al., 1995] we found an

increased frequency of the delta2642 allele among the Portuguese

HDchromosomes, in almost 27%of allHDchromosomes, whereas

only 6% of the control chromosomes had this rare allele. This

suggests that most or all of those HD chromosomes with the

delta2642 allele may be ancestrally related, but that in many cases

the extended haplotype decayed by recombination events that

produced genetic differences across the �1Mb region around

HTT. Therefore, we reduced the region of interest to a smaller

core of 318Kb around theHTT CAG repeat. We were thus able to

group related extended haplotypes and recognize eight different

core haplotypes associated withHD chromosomes. The fourmajor

core haplotypes are not easily related to each other: haplotype A

(enriched in HD) is the only haplotype with the delta2642 allele,

while haplotype D (enriched in controls) is the only one with a 10-

CCG repeat. Furthermore, by looking at a STRmarker upstream of

theHTT CAG repeat, we observed a nonrandom allelic association

on HD chromosomes between core haplotypes (A, B, and D) and

D4S127. This marker seems to be relatively stable as allele changes
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occurred at a rate low enough that linkage disequilibrium could still

be detected with the background haplotype. A more detailed

analysis of the four major haplotypes revealed that multiple occur-

rences of the CAG expansion seemed to have happened within the

same haplotype. For example, HD within core haplotypes B and C

could be due to more than one independent expansion on each

haplotype as normal chromosomes bearing these haplotypes are

frequent in thePortuguese population.This is probably also true for

haplotype A, where its enrichment in high normal alleles would

support decay of the extended haplotype on normal chromosomes

prior to more than one generation of an HD allele.

Early HD studies have suggested that particular haplotypes,

mainly marked by the delta2642 allele and/or the 7-CCG allele,

seemed to be particularly predisposed to expansion that eventually

would result in a repeat allele within theHD range, supported by an

enrichment of repeats in the high normal range in these particular

haplotypes. [Squitieri et al., 1994; Almqvist et al., 1995; Hecimovic

et al., 2002; Costa et al., 2006; Agostinho et al., 2012] We observed

that, also in our Portuguese control chromosomes, the haplotype

marked by 7-CCG and delta2642 alleles (haplotype A) had a higher

mediannormalCAGrepeat length than anyof theother threemajor

haplotypes (with most of the normal alleles ranging from 20 to 33

repeats). Even though we cannot rule out the hypothesis that cis-

acting factors have a major predisposing effect on the instability of

theHTT repeat, it is also possible that haplotype A, present in only

6% of the control chromosomes, has a bias toward higher repeat

alleles as a result of genetic drift. [Falush, 2009] Repeat-length

variation is strongly related to the initial parental CAG size;

therefore, a larger average repeat size would make haplotype A

more likely to expand and become a new HD mutation. It is of

interest that even though this specific haplotype was shared by two

of the biggest expansions observed in the Portuguese population

there was no statistical difference in repeat instability across hap-

lotypes. Indeed, we also observed a large paternal expansion on

haplotypeB (þ12CAGs) that resulted in a repeat class change to full

penetrance range and both haplotypes B and C carried alleles with

very large repeats. Indeed, the highest repeat size in this study was

observed in haplotype B (87 CAG repeats). This suggests that

haplotypes B and C also seem to be prone to large expansions

that we may not have observed due to missing genotypes on these

pedigrees. Our data suggest that, instead of a predisposing haplo-

type, there is a pool of high normal alleles in each different founder

haplotype more prone to give rise to pathogenic alleles.

To evaluate this possibility, in an isolate population from Italy,

[Pattaro et al., 2007]wewere able to trace 472 transmissions ofHTT

CAG repeats in the normal range, and only in three instances was

the repeat unstably transmitted. These unstable transmissions

happened on normal chromosomes with haplotypes B and C,

showing that in the non-pathogenic alleles instability also occurs

in haplotypes other than haplotype A. Furthermore, the fact that

two of these events involved siblings suggests that there might be a

genetic factor that acts in the zygote, perhaps due to recessive

transmission/consanguinity. On the other hand, in all normal

chromosomes associated with the delta2642 allele the associated

HTT CAG repeat was stably transmitted. These data provide

evidence that, in the normal population, haplotypes other than

haplotype A predispose to CAG repeat expansions.
In summary, our study showed a diversity of haplotypes in both

normal and expanded chromosomes, representative of more than

one ancestral chromosome underlying HD in Portugal, where

multiple independent events have given rise to expansion into

the pathogenic range. In contrast to what has been reported in

other studies, ourdata does not support thehypothesis of haplotype

A (marked by the HTT delta2642 allele and enriched in HD

chromosomes) having a major predisposing influence on HD

CAG instability, as there was no statistical difference in repeat

instability across the different major haplotypes. In fact, normal

HTT alleles with larger CAG repeats were more similar to extended

HD haplotypes than alleles with smaller CAG repeats, suggesting

that, as expected, these range of alleles are a reservoir for new HD

mutations, independently of their haplotype background.
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